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This female kingfisher
has captured a young
salmon to feed to its
nestlings.

Southeast Alaska has more
than its share of good fishermen,

Belted kingfishers are one of the few
North American birds in which the female
is more colorful than the male. Both males
human and otherwise. And one of the best
and females have stocky bodies, gray backs,
is the belted kingfisher.
and a white collar around the neck. Males
We usually hear kingfishers before we have a single gray band across their white
see them. Walking along a stream or a salt- belly. Females have the same band but also
water beach, you might be startled by a loud, rufous sides and a rufous band across the
prolonged chattering as a kingfisher flies by, lower breast. Both males and females have
giving its characteristic “rattle call.”
shaggy crests, tufts of feathers on the tops
Kingfishers call at the slightest distur- of their heads, which they raise and lower
bance, vigorously defending their feeding depending on their mood.
territory at all times of the year. One might
even land on a branch in front of you and
During nesting the
continue rattling even while it is carrying a
fish in its beak.
male must feed the
Belted kingfishers feed almost exclusivefemale for about
ly on small fish about three to four inches
three weeks.
long. They catch them in clear, open water,
usually no more than two feet deep. Generally, they eat whatever species are most availIt can be a tremendous pleasure to sit
able, including staghorn sculpins, tidepool
sculpins, gunnels, three-spined sticklebacks, and watch a kingfisher fish. Watching from
young Dolly Varden, and fingerlings of vari- its perch, a few feet or more above the water,
the bird will suddenly dive into the water
ous species of salmon.
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A Kingfisher’s Successful Dive

1) The kingfisher folds its wings
back and dives like an arrow
into the water.

2) This time it completely submerges in pursuit of its prey.

head first and, if it’s lucky, come up carrying
a small fish. Typically the bird will then fly to
a perch and pound its prize against the perch
with sideways movements of its head. (This
stuns or kills the fish, and breaks the spines
if it is a stickleback or staghorn sculpin.) It
will then swallow its meal head-first.
Kingfishers had best be good fishers.
During nesting the male must feed the
female for about three weeks, beginning
approximately 10 days before she lays the
first egg. During the following 22 days, the
male shares care of the eggs, and once the
eggs are hatched both parents begin feeding
the young.
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3) It leaves the water in full
flight carrying what might be
a sculpin.

Belted kingfishers usually lay six to seven
eggs, and once the young birds hatch, parents must feed them for about three weeks.
Biologist William James Davis, who studied
belted kingfishers in Ohio, estimated that
parent birds make some 1,200 trips carrying
food to the nest over that three-week period.
Davis estimated that, with six to eight chicks
to feed, parents with nearly grown young
needed to catch 90 fish a day to feed themselves and their offspring. If heavy rains or
storms disrupt water clarity in the area where
the parents fish, catching that many fish can
be difficult. If they’re not fed adequately,
nestlings can starve to death.

This male kingfisher
is carrying a staghorn
sculpin to its nest in a
sandy bank.
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Kingfisher nestlings are capable of
digesting the bones and scales of fish, but
once they get older they lose this ability,
perhaps because their gastric juices change
from acid to alkaline. Adult kingfishers disgorge compact little pellets containing scales
and bones of fish they have eaten. Studies

the next three weeks, the parents teach the
young to fish for themselves. They usually
accomplish this task by refusing to feed the
youngsters. Instead they drop stunned fish
into the water until the young fly down to
retrieve them. Once the young can catch
live fish on their own, a process that usually
takes about 10 days, the parents drive them
away from their home territory.
During his research in Ohio, William
Parents teach their
James Davis found that less than half a
young to fish for
kingfisher’s dives were successful. He estimated a success rate of 44 percent at the
themselves.
very best fishing holes. That percentage
represents tremendous effort in relation
of these pellets, often found beneath a freto final results for these avian fishers; but
quently used perch, have helped researchers
translated into catch per rod hours, they’d
determine what species of fish kingfishers
be enough to please many human fishers in
eat and even the ages of the fish.
Southeast waters.
Once young kingfishers are ready to fly,
their parents will lure them from the nest
by dropping fish outside the nest or calling
from perches near the entrance. During

